Baros Maldives launches a brand new website

The first edition of a new website promoting the boutique resort of Baros Maldives has just been
launched.
Baros was only the third resort to open in the Maldives and during more than four decades of caring
for guests with heartfelt hospitality, Baros has acquired an enviable reputation as the benchmark
for the captivating luxury that is the essence of a holiday on Baros.
The new website has been designed to reflect the island’s enticing charm based on well-honed
experience, with its lush, natural beauty; enchanting, handcrafted villa accommodation; its gourmet
cuisine; spa and marine programmes; warm hospitality and personalised attention to every guest’s
needs.
Stunning new photographs of Baros feature on the website, providing click-on links to pages about
accommodation, dining and excursions. The content has been thoughtfully designed to take website
visitors on the Baros Journey, creating a visual experience that showcase the islands classic charm.
The photographs and text are complemented with videos of the underwater world around Baros.
Included is an amazing 360º aerial view of the island together with virtual tours of the interiors of
each of the six Villa categories and of the Baros Residence, as well as of the Serenity Spa, the
expansive infinity swimming pool and the resort’s marvellous, open-sided sea-view restaurants. The
overall impact is phenomenal, conveying not only the beauty and blissful tranquillity of Baros but
also capturing the island’s bewitching allure.
More fascinating details including restaurant menus, fact sheet, hotel brochure, excursion
programmes, information about spa and marine activities, and price lists, are being added to the
website so that potential and regular guests can experience a foretaste of the legend that is Baros
by simply going on-line (www.baros.com).
Baros is a private, Maldivian-owned island resort of 75 overwater and beachside garden and pool
Villas with three gourmet class restaurants, just 25 minutes by speedboat from Maldives
International Airport. Baros was acclaimed as the Top Luxury Resort in the World 2018 by Trip
Advisor Traveler’s Choice Awards and as the World’s Most Romantic Resort 2017 by the World
Travel Awards.
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